Public Tender Notice No.PR/SPKR/GPUS/CAP/753 Dated: 17th February 2011

CORIGENDUM – I

Sub: Public Tender Notice No.PR/SPKR/GPUS/CAP/753 dated 25th January 2011, on IIA website for Supply of GPU Server Dual Processor Server with GPU Cards as per the specifications in the Annexure I – reg.

---

I.FOR: 5. Eligibility Criteria of Vendor
The bidder must attach the experience for supply & installation of servers that utilize GPU cards for high performance scientific computing during the last 3 financial years in Stage Government or Government of India, Department(s) or reputed organization(s) (in Nos. and Value). Please attached a list of clients.

READ: 5. Eligibility Criteria of Vendor
The bidder must attach the experience for supply & installation of servers that utilize GPU cards for high performance scientific computing during the last ONE financial year in Stage Government or Government of India, Department(s) or reputed organization(s) (in Nos. and Value). Please attached a list of clients.

II.FOR: 5b Supply & installation of equivalent to our tendered DUAL PROCESSOR SERVER WITH 4 GPU CARDS during last 3 years in State or Central Government of India Departments / reputed organizations (in Nos and Value). Please attach list of clients.

READ: 5b Supply & installation of equivalent to our tendered DUAL PROCESSOR SERVER WITH 4 GPU CARDS during last ONE year in State or Central Government of India Departments / reputed organizations (in Nos and Value). Please attach list of clients.

III. Last date for submission of bids is extended upto 28th February 2011 at 15.00 hours.

IV. All other terms and conditions are remain unaltered.

Administrative Officer
IIA, Bangalore